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Abstract

In this paper we present a highly optimized implementation of Gaussian mixture acoustic model evaluation algorithm. Evaluation of these likelihoods is one of the most computationally intensive parts of automatic speech recognizers but it can be well-parallelized and offloaded to GPU devices. Our approach offers significant speed-up compared to the recently published approaches, since it exploits the GPU architecture better. All the recent implementations were programmed either in CUDA or OpenCL GPU programming frameworks. We present results for both; CUDA as well as OpenCL.

Results suggest that even very large acoustic models can be utilized in real-time speech recognition engines on computers and laptops equipped with a low-end GPU. Optimization of acoustic likelihoods computation on GPU enables to use the remaining GPU resources for offloading of other computationally parts of LVCSR decoder.

Other possible use of the freed GPU resources is to evaluate several acoustic models at the same time and use fusion techniques or model selection techniques to improve the quality of resulting conditional likelihoods under diverse conditions.

Index Terms: CUDA, GPU, OpenCL, Gaussian Mixture Models

1. Introduction

Large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) is a highly computationally intensive task. The acoustic model likelihoods computation accounts for the largest processing part. In a few recent papers [1], [2], and [3] a GPU was employed as a coprocessor to compute these likelihoods. The speed-up $4 \times - 6 \times$ was achieved for the full acoustic model evaluation itself. This leads to LVCSR system speed-up by factor $1.3 \times - 3 \times$, depending on individual task and setup, while keeping the accuracy untouched. For real-time applications, CPU-only recognizer implementations have to often employ simplified (i.e. smaller) models, (acoustic model) pruning, and computational approximations, or combinations of these techniques to fit into the real-time constraints. Thus, by using a hybrid CPU-GPU implementations, an increase of accuracy can be achieved since even low-end GPUs are powerful enough to evaluate significantly larger models in real-time; without necessity of any additional acceleration or complexity reduction techniques.

We are interested in real-time speech applications (e.g. generation of automatic captions, dialog systems). The well-utilized GPU power enables us to evaluate a set of speaker-specific (or speaker-cluster-specific) acoustic models at once in real-time and combine the individual models likelihoods together using a fast fusion method [4]. In addition, a combination of full speaker-cluster-specific models with speaker-specific feature-transformation matrices gives us an opportunity to prepare several tens of models, which in turn enables the recognizer to handle large inter- and intra-speaker variability. Only the well-optimized GPU implementation has enough performance to deal with such large amount of models in real-time.

2. General Purpose Computation on GPU

The tasks suitable for processing on GPU are characterized by high parallelism, low dependency between individual work elements and rather numerical character with minimal branching. Such tasks are commonly known as data-parallel algorithms.

Due to the distinctive characteristics of GPU architecture (high speed, high latency main memory, limited caching capabilities, limited communication with CPU, minimal thread switching and planning overhead), the common CPU programming models (and programming languages based on this programming models) are not suitable for GPU programming. In order to achieve close-to-peak performance, the programmer must consider many low level specifics of the given target architecture and therefore, the programming model as well as the programming language must support explicit expression of programmer’s intentions.

NVIDIA’s CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) has gained a wide acceptance, however the CUDA standard is proprietary and the intellectual property concerns led to development of an open standard OpenCL (Open Computing Language). The OpenCL standard was developed in cooperation with teams from ATI/AMD, IBM, Intel, NVIDIA and others and many HW vendors and SW producers announced support of OpenCL in their products. Unfortunately, this wide acceptance does not dislodge the burden of hand-tuning the computational kernels for individual distinct HW architectures.

The NVIDIA GPU consists of many processing elements (PEs) called multiprocessors. Older NVIDIA GPUs have 8 stream processors in each PE together with 16kB on-chip local memory (called shared memory). Single PE offers 8k or 16k 32-bit registers, depending on GPU series. The Fermi-based PEs are bigger and contain 32 or 48 stream processors. The 64kB on-chip memory can be set to two configurations: 16kB L1 cache and 48kB local memory or vice versa. The peak memory bandwidth from global memory can be achieved only via coalesced access, where consecutive 16 work-items (half-warp) access consecutive address[5]. Another example is using of local memory where one should omit bank-conflicts which can significantly degrade the kernel performance. These issues are discussed in more detail in [5].
3. Implementations Review

The first use of a GPU for acoustic model likelihoods computation was briefly noticed in [6]. The following year a more detailed paper was published ([11]). Both approaches share the same common ground – computation of likelihoods performed by means of matrix dot-products. The entire acoustic model is represented as a matrix $A$ in which each row is a log weighted Gaussian component with diagonal covariance matrix. The $i$-th component of $J$ dimensional mixture model is represented as a vector $a_i^T$

$$a_i^T = \left\{ K, \frac{\mu_{ij1}}{\sigma_{ij1}^2}, \frac{\mu_{ij2}}{\sigma_{ij2}^2}, \ldots, \frac{1}{\sigma_{ij1}^2}, \ldots, \frac{1}{\sigma_{ijJ}^2} \right\}$$

where

$$K = \log w_i - \frac{J}{2} \log 2\pi - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \log \sigma_{ij}^2 - \frac{1}{2} \sum_j \frac{\mu_{ij}^2}{\sigma_{ij}^2}$$

(2)

The feature vector $x^T$ is then expanded to

$$x_i^T = \{1, x_1, \ldots, x_j, x_{j+1}, \ldots, x_N\}$$

(3)

The evaluation of score of every Gaussian can be performed as the matrix-vector multiplication $y = Ax$. The output vector $y$ is a vector containing log weighted scores of every Gaussian component of the mixture (given the input vector $x$ of the feature-vector for every Gaussian component). An evaluation of $n$ following feature vectors can be performed as a single matrix-matrix multiplication $Y = AX$, where the columns of the $(2J + 1) \times n$ matrix $X$ are the expanded feature vectors. The final mixtures likelihoods are obtained by logarithmic summation of all the relevant Gaussians.

The evaluation of likelihoods can be implemented in two ways. The first possibility is to create a single kernel that computes the dot product as well as the exponential and logarithm addition. This approach can decrease required memory bandwidth and reduce the overhead of executing two separate kernels. On the other hand, it is much more difficult to propose optimal block/grid architecture for both parts of the kernel. The second way is to create a standalone kernel for each part of the algorithm. The dot product part (i.e. matrix multiplication) can be evaluated efficiently using the sgemm from the CUBLAS library from CUDA SDK. The efficient logarithmic addition implementation can be adopted from parallel sum algorithm. The native log and exp functions should be used to get maximum performance. This two-kernel approach is simple and can achieve a satisfactory performance, especially, if the overhead is marginalized by using of a large block of feature-vectors at once (i.e. large $n$).

4. Description of the proposed implementation

Our implementation is based on the single-kernel approach to avoid storing and re-reading the intermediate data. Each block manages all Gaussians of 64 states together with 8 feature-vectors. Therefore, the grid is 2D. Columns are composed by stripes of 8 feature vectors and rows are stripes of 64 states. Number of rows is given by the model states number and number of columns depends on feature-vector window length, which can be controlled by the decoder (according to real-time/offline scenario). Number of threads per block is equal to the number of evaluated states. Optimal number is 64 in most cases. To ensure memory addresses alignment (required to coalesced memory access) all dimensions (model as well as feature-vectors) are padded to be multiples of 4. This padding also enables usage of float4 textures that are the fastest solution for read-only memory. All the data are rearranged in advance to be in the order they will be read. This step ensures the maximal cache-hit ratio. Entire 8-feature-vector data are loaded into a shared memory buffer in the beginning of the kernel together with squares calculation according to eq. (3). It maximizes the data reuse. The shared memory buffer size is defined just before the kernel is executed according to the feature-vector dimension aligned by 4. During the computation, only the model parameters are fetched through the texture cache.

```
1 fetch all entire 8 feature-vectors to shared memory buffer
2 compute squares to the second half of the buffer according to eq. (3)
3 __syncthreads()
4 set 8 likelihood registers to "log-zero"
5 for each Gaussian do
6 set 8 accumulators to zero
7 compute address into model texture memory
8 pre-fetch model parameters for the first 4 dimensions (u4, v4)
9 for all dimensions do
10 copy pre-fetched u4 and v4 to another registers u4, v4
11 adjust address
12 pre-fetch next u4, v4
13 compute unrolled block of 64 MAD instructions
14 end
15 fetch K constants for actual Gaussians (a float per thread)
16 finalize all 8 accumulators and do addLog()
17 end
18 store final likelihoods
```

Algorithm 1: An optimized kernel for GMM likelihoods computation

The pseudo-code of the kernel is depicted as Algorithm[1]. The kernel consists from an initialization part where the feature-vectors are loaded and $x_i$ is calculated. Also, the likelihood registers for all 8 feature-vectors are defined and set to "log-zero" which means predefined big-enough negative value. Thereafter, a loop for all Gaussians begins. At first, the set of 8 accumulators is initialized (set to zero). Then, access address to texture memory is computed using the grid, block, and thread build-in variables. Pre-fetching the model parameters is a good way how to conceal the global memory latency. The computational loop of the body is unrolled by factor 4 to improve the logarithmic intensity and it fits nicely to the used float4 texture data-type. The part of the loop consists of 64 MAD (multiply-and-add) instructions that accumulate four dimensions from 8 feature-vectors multiplied by the appropriate model parameters u4 and v4.

The large block also ensures an efficient hiding of global memory latency. In our case, one MAD operand is loaded from
shared memory. The same 32-bit word is loaded by all threads. Therefore, no bank-conflicts can arise. An instruction with shared-memory operands is slower than registers-only instruction. In our case, the MAD instruction takes 6 clocks instead of 4 clocks for registers-only variant. This of course reduces the maximal throughput to 2/3 in the MAD part of the kernel but there is no other faster solution than using shared memory, since register count is highly limited. A similar architecture is used in an optimized matrix-matrix multiplication algorithm [7]. After the inner loop, accumulators for actual Gaussian are finalized with addition of fetched constant $K$ the inner loop, accumulators for actual Gaussian are finalized with addition of fetched constant $K$ from eq. (2) above. Then, the likelihoods for all feature-vectors are updated by logarithmic addition function.

At the end of the kernel, the final likelihoods are stored back into the global memory. To achieve the maximum performance, the input model parameters memory layout must match the fetching order. The memory ordering is the same for $\sigma_{ij}$ texture (marked as u4 in kernel pseudo-code) as well as for values $-\frac{1}{2\sigma_{ij}^2}$ (marked as v4). Each thread fetches four 32-bit floats as single float4 data-type. It is a vector of consecutive four-dimensions. The model parameters are read by all 64 threads running in actual block. These threads access a consecutive memory addresses, therefore the memory access is coalesced. These blocks are read in the inner loop sequentially for all the dimensions, therefore they must be stored in memory consecutively according to dimension. This larger blocks are also ordered in the way that match the fetching order.

4.1. Variable number of Gaussians per state

Our implementation can easily support also acoustic models with variable number of Gaussians per state. Only a minor changes need to be done. Because the 64-states blocks are computed independently, a constant number of Gaussians per state has to be ensured within the individual blocks only. Therefore, model states are sorted in advance according to theirs Gaussians per state numbers and divided into 64-state blocks. Only an additional memory-offset vector needs to be passed into the kernel because 64-states memory-blocks do not have a constant size.

4.2. Final tuning

Number of threads in block (number of evaluated states) can be tuned. Low number of threads (one warp) exhibit low memory-latency hiding ability. In contrast, too large number of threads (128 and more) limits the number of active blocks per multiprocessor because of limited number of registers. According to our experience, the 64-thread-block is optimal in most cases.

The pre-fetching technique helps to hide the memory latency but consume additional registers. Therefore, it performs better on cards with higher register count per stream processor. From our experience, Fermi-based cards obtain better results without pre-fetching technique.

The Fermi-based cards also suffer from lower memory bandwidth to computing power ratio. It means that total kernel performance is limited by memory bandwidth even if the memory latency is hidden well. This limit can be elicited by increased data reuse. We have implemented a 16-vectors kernel version. This kernel computes 16 feature-vectors at once so one phase of model parameters reading is eliminated. The 16-vector kernel outperforms the 8-vector kernel by 15–20 % on Fermi-based cards. The performance does not change on other cards.

In addition to analysis of the described implementations within the speech decoder, we measured the speed of AM likelihoods evaluation only. For performance comparison, we use RTF measure which is a ratio between elapsed time and length of processed speech. Elapsed time includes the host-device memory transfers.

At first, we tested CUDA as well as OpenCL implementation with several GPUs available to us. We’ve chosen a very large model together with a large feature-vector window to suppress the CPU-GPU communication overhead during the implementation performance evaluation. We have chosen a 5000-states model with 256 Gaussians per state (i.e. \( \approx 1.3M \) Gaussians in total) and feature vector dimension 36. The feature-vector window length was 256. RTFs were calculated on 100 vectors per second basis. Results are shown in Fig. 1.

The measured RTFs suggest that even a laptop GPU is able to process this very large model in less than a half of the real-time. Desktop models are much faster and achieved elapsed times from 7 to 50 times shorter than real-time. Results indicate that practically any GMM-based acoustic model can be used in real-time applications even with a low-end office PC GPU or even a laptop GPU. Also, the offline recognizers speed-up can be significant, if the decoder part will be powerful enough. The results also shows that OpenCL implementation is a little slower for this high window-size than CUDA.

We compared performance of CUDA and OpenCL implementations in more detail for various feature-vector lengths on GeForce GT 240 GPU. Results are shown in Fig. 2. Six window sizes in range from 8 to 256 were tested on a smaller acoustic model with 16 Gaussians per state and 5000 states. The results shows us that OpenCL is a little slower for longer window-sizes but the overhead is significantly smaller which causes lower elapsed times for small window-sizes. The distinct part of the overhead is not caused solely by the CPU-GPU memory transfers. The kernel-only times are also significantly higher; more than double in our 8-vectors case. In our case, the total overhead varies between 0.3 and 1 millisecond per kernel run. In the case of real-time speech recognition, the overhead is not a major problem anyway as the bottleneck in this case is the decoder part.

Figure 1: Real-time factors (RTFs) of our optimized implementation for several NVIDIA GPUs with CUDA and OpenCL implementations. Tested on model with 1,280k Gaussians in total. RTF calculation is based on 100 vectors per second rate.

5. Results
6. Conclusion

In this paper we described our GPU implementation of acoustic model likelihoods computation that achieves close to peak performance on tested GPUs and is significantly faster than the previously published implementations. We presented CUDA and OpenCL implementations optimized for NVIDIA GPUs and we compared them to each other. The results of tests with the recognizer suggest that during speech recognition it is now possible to use as large acoustic models as can be reliably trained. Also fusion techniques together with evaluation of a large set of models are now possible even in real-time recognition.
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